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For we are well aware that when the tent that houses us 
on earth is folded up, there is a house for us from God, not 

made by human hands but everlasting, in the heavens.

We are always full of confidence, then, realizing that as 
long as we are at home in the body we are exiled from the 

Lord, guided by faith and not yet by sight;

We are full of confidence, then, and long instead to be 
exiled from the body and to be at home with the Lord.

And so whether at home or exiled, we make it our 
ambition to please him.

For at the judgement seat of Christ we are all to be seen 
for what we are, so that each of us may receive what he 
has deserved in the body, matched to whatever he has 

done, good or bad.

Corinthians 5:1, 6-10
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Bobby Hasting Anderson, Sr., 68, of Beaumont, died Friday, February 
9, 2018, at The Oaks of Beaumont. He was born on July 14, 1949, in 
Beaumont, to Maxine Laura Bowman and Iva Hasting Anderson, and had 
been a lifelong resident of Beaumont. Bobby was a United States Marine 
Corps veteran, having served in Vietnam from 1968 to 1970. He owned 
and operated Anderson Enterprises and worked for the Greyhound Bus 
Line for thirty-nine years. Bobby was involved with the West End Little 
League for fifteen years.

Survivors include his wife of forty-eight years, Melanie Babin Anderson, 
of Beaumont; sons, Bobby Hasting Anderson Jr., and his wife, Tracy, 
of Mauriceville and Chad Luke Anderson and his wife, Caroline, of 
Frisco; grandchildren, Patrick Hasting Anderson and Audrey Madeline 
Anderson.

Bobby is preceded in death by his parents, Iva Hasting Anderson and 
Maxine Laura Bowman; and sister, Barbara Ann Smith.
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Please sign Mr. Andseron’s guest book and share your memories at 
www.broussards1889.com

Gathering of Family and Friends
Monday,February 12, 2018   5:00 p.m.

Broussard’s Chapel
Beaumont, Texas
Deacon L.D. Keen

A Time of Remembrance
Monday, February 12, 2018   7:30 p.m.

Committal
Broussard’s Crematorium

Beaumont, Texas


